A new algorithm of structural image reconstruction in Optical Coherence Tomography is described. The modified rapid scanning optical delay (RSOD) line, low numerical aperture, small angle raster scanning with consecutive averaging and multilevel digital filtering have been used to obtain high quality structural images of an onion and the nail bed of a human thumb. The proposed method significantly improves image contrast and allows visualization of small blood capillaries under the nail plate.
Introduction
The signal expression measured by an OCT system is derived, which reveals the possibility of tissue dispersion compensation by introducing the required amount of dispersion in the reference arm and may be implemented by incorporating the grating-based rapid scanning optical delay (RSOD) lines in the reference arm of OCT.
Since the early nineties when this technique became commercially available its characteristics such as sensitivity, field of view, coherence probing depth (CPD), resolution and speed of image acquisition are continuously improved [1] .
Biological tissues characterized by a high scattering coefficient and therefore on the great depth most part of the light are scattered and only a little part of it escapes object without being scattered, so OCT can be efficient only at small depth at one or two millimeters. But instead optical coherence tomography can provide much better (less than 10 micrometers) resolution, so that it could be used to visualize even tiny biological structures.
Typical OCT system ( Figure 1 ) consists of Michelson interferometer with low coherence light source (supercontinuum lasers or superluminescent diodes). Light emitted by the source divided by the beam splitter and directed to the reference and the sample arm where the investigated object is located. Light reflects from optical heterogeneities inside sample arm and from mirror inside reference arm and returns back to the beam splitter which directs it to the photodetector. After that the acquired data is processed and displayed as a 2D image of the inner structures of the object under investigation [2] .
OCT systems could provide high resolution images where even smallest blood vessels could be visualized. But due to imperfections of the setup components and mistakes in the process of studying objects like bulk motions of the patient acquired images could have low contrast so it could be very hard to distinguish necessary details of the object, which could be very important in the biomedical diagnostics [3] . Therefore, increasing the image contrast is an important procedure that should be applied in the data processing algorithm. One way to do it is to apply small angle raster scanning and averaging over several adjacent A-scans [4, 5] . Also if we want to Fig. 1 Schematic of the OCT system. get as much useful information as possible, processing steps should be flexible so we can use it for studying variety of biomedical objects; and fast, so we can use it to process images in real-time and at the video rate. This technique along with digital filtering is described in this paper.
Reference and sample arm electric waves are given as:
Interference signal appeared in the detector is:
Incoherent component could appear as the phase noise and reduce quality of the acquired images [6, 7] . Currently it is not possible to completely reduce its value to zero, but reducing radiation power of the low coherent source would sufficiently decrease its ratio. Application of the small angle raster scanning with consecutive averaging leads to additional phase noise reduction [8] . At the same time this increases signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), reduces speckle noise and leads to image contras enhancement. After eliminating direct current and filtering the low frequency 1/f noise the electric signal from (1) and (2) is represented as follows:
In a linear optical delay line (ODL) the reference arm mirror scans with constant velocity, ±V, in the fiber optic Michelson interferometer giving depth-resolved signal and, at the same time, can introduce the carrier frequency ! ! = 2!/! determined by the classical Doppler shift of the reflected light [9, 10] .
For rapid scanning optical delay line (RSOD) bandwidth is expressed as:
where ∂a / ∂t is the angular velocity of the scanning mirror, ! is the instantaneous scanning angle and K is a coefficient which depends on RSOD implementation. Application of the rapid scanning grating based ODL makes it possible to separate group and phase delay, keeping respectively high scanning speed (1-100 kHz) and tuning the carrier to the frequency range with minimal noise ( ! !~2 5 kHz) enabling considerable increase of SNR.
The purpose of this paper is to describe efficient real time image processing algorithm using RSOD based OCT system based on multilevel analog and digital data filtration.
Materials and methods
In our work we use the modified RSOD [11] . Decoupling of the group and phase delay enables to use it together with ultrafast methods (swept source and spectral domain systems). That enables to make image acquisition at video rate in real time mode while keeping carrier frequency respectively low, within 20-30 kHz. The modified RSOD can reduce reference arm radiation power by one-tenth of a milliwatt [12] .
In this work we present algorithm of image processing for time domain optical coherence tomography (TDOCT). TDOCT couldn't provide fast acquisition speed as Fourier domain optical coherence tomography but it still can make it fast enough to make data acquisition at video rate [13] . Also images acquired with TDOCT using improved RSOD could provide information of even smallest structures which sometimes can't be visualized with some modern OCT techniques [5, 8, 14] .
Other important feature is using relatively small numerical aperture (NA). The diameter of the beam waist expressed as:
Decreasing NA and increasing confocal parameter to a size comparable with coherence probing depth (to 1.5-2.5 mm), we increase the sample beam waist up to 50-100 microns. This could affect spatial resolution and reduce it by more than 3 times, but for multi layered objects this resolution is quite enough to obtain good and clear image [15] .
The applied algorithm presented in the Fig. 2 . It is necessary to distinguish important stages: "bandpass filtering", "splitting the signal", "threshold filtering", "Fourier transform", "raster averaging" and "median filtering". The first step is to filter the signal by a bandpass Butterworth filter. The purpose of this step is to remove the high-and low-frequency noise to smooth the noise of the interference pattern. The next processing step is to divide the interference signal into equal duration segments. Note that, the data have a discrete spectrum due to the use of digital methods of its registration that leads to a number of restrictions specific to the discrete representation of continuous data.
After that threshold filtering is performed for each segment of the interference signal. This filtering has a high efficiency because usually interference has much lower amplitude than the amplitude of the desired signal. The next stage of the data processing is the application of the short time Fourier transform (STFT) to each segment. Since the path difference of the interferometer arms changes continuously, STFT window must also be equal to the coherent envelope and shifted continuously, for one digital point. It has been shown empirically, however, that the signal processing with the window shifted by 15-35% gives the same image quality as a continuous window shifting.
Performing averaging of neighboring rows and columns of the image pixels gives additional advantage in the algorithm. Number of columns that are unified into one is defined as a function of the number of Ascans, and for 900 A-scans it is 3-10. Number of rows that are unified into one is determined depending on the probing depth and often in between 3 and 7. This considerably increases image contrast and significantly reduces the noise. The final stage of the processing algorithm is a graphical and median filtering which is used to suppress the additive and impulse noise of the image.
One of the key features of the algorithm is use of the parallel computing using central processing unit (CPU). Modern CPU contains 2-128 cores which allow parallelization of the image processing algorithm. Most of the image processing algorithms for optical coherence tomography described in numerous papers are using only single core while the other available cores are inactive [16] . This occurs most often in case than MATLAB or LabVIEW computing environment used because most of the inner functions in these packages are single threaded and using all CPU cores means use of additional Toolboxes. Some other algorithms implement parallelization using Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) which allows sufficiently increasing speed of image processing but it means additional money cost for buying GPGPU compatible video card [17] . Programming languages which allow multi-threaded calculation such as C# allows making image processing at video rate speed (24 frames per seconds) using even inexpensive CPU with 2-4 cores onboard.
Results and discussion
The described algorithm was applied for twodimensional mapping of an Allium cepa onion bulb (Fig.3 ) and human nail bed (Fig.4) . There are several advantages we can get with the modified RSOD: transmission bandwidth sufficiently improved its value fourfold, incident radiation power was decreased to 0.4 mW and it enables to shift carrier frequency to region of several tens of kilohertz what helps to avoid noise increasing at the higher frequencies. Decreasing radiation power sufficiently reduces value of the inherent component in acquired interference signal. Applying low numerical aperture helps to register mainly photons which are reflected from the layered structures and to avoid multiply scattered in the tissues photons. Photons which exit from the biological tissue after multiple scattering do not contain information about structure of the object that leads to additional increasing of SNR of the demonstrated images. [18] . Nail bed capillaries what can be seen with a naked eye appear on the images after application of the described image processing only. Signal-to-noise ratio was calculated using the ratio of the mean value of maximal signal intensity to standard deviation as described earlier [5] . Value of SNR for the presented images increased by 20-30% after the application of the described algorithm.
Acquired structural images of in vivo human nail of a thumb before and after using the proposed algorithm are presented in Fig.4. Fig.3 shows 900 A-scans of the structural image of the onion bulb (Allium cepa). After data processing with the improved algorithm the contrast of the image has been considerably improved. Averaging over 5-7 A-scans sufficiently improves image quality in both cases. In case of 180 A-scans image resolution of the picture after processing is good enough. Averaging over 10 and more A-scans blurs the image and leads to the loss of useful information especially on the bigger depth.
The processing has been performed using program written on the C# programming language using a computer with a standard computational power (fourcore processor 3.4 GHz, 2 GB RAM). Computation performed using each core of the CPU with Threading namespace which included in C# standard. Processing time per image is 0.027 seconds, which suggests the possibility of using presented algorithm for image processing and representation of the acquired images in video mode.
Performance of the algorithm compared to some other image processing modalities is presented in the Table 1 . Speed of the algorithm using CPU compared to other techniques has highest performance and allows to process images at the rate higher than 24 frames per second. However Koprowski et al. [16] approach includes layer recognition modality which is not implemented in our algorithm, but can be added to it after the digital filtering. In addition Koprowski et. al. program is written for MATLAB package which uses single threaded functions mostly, this can significantly reduce calculation speed. Our algorithm can also be implemented for GPU. In this case, a slight increase in performance to compare with other techniques based on the use of GPU can be seen. However time domain OCT systems cannot provide such data acquisition speed for three dimensional real time data representation so our image processing algorithm without technical improvements of TDOCT system described above can be used for swept source and Fourier domain systems what will be the subject of our future research. All algorithms were applied using Intel Core i5-4670 processor and GTX 780 video controller using MATLAB, C# and CUDA C software packages.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described high quality OCT image processing algorithm. Multilevel filtering, low numerical aperture, small angle raster scanning enables visualization even small blood capillaries, which is hard to distinguish without the described procedures. New processing algorithm with GPU parallelization allows representing images in real time mode. Opportunity of localization of such small nail bed capillaries allows studying blood flow in them thus extracting velocity information in vivo. Detection of the phase shift and reconstruction functional images instead of structural ones will enable to represent the direction of blood flow in them. Application of the multilevel filtration algorithm for carrier frequency Doppler shift registration and interferogram phase shift information could also give advantages to study blood flow in the lager vessels.
By using this technique, the frequency change in the reference arm is not required. Consequently, the technique reduces the requirements for the detection bandwidth of the photodetector and simplifies data acquisition and signal processing during real-time imaging. Presented in vivo results demonstrate that this technique might be useful in the clinical management of patients when blood-flow monitoring is essential.
